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I . Introduction
First and foremost I would like to thank Matt Florel and the
VICIdial group for the thousands of man hours it took them to develop
astguiclient or as we know right now VICIdial.
This document is not an official article from the VICIdial group. I
made this document to introduce new users to this wonderful piece of
open source software that can be used to power startup call centers at
lesser capital ( imagine getting an avaya system that’s around 1,000 –
1,800 USD a seat).
This document will cover the basics of vicidial, I will discuss one by
one the major components of a VICIdial system and how they work
together as a solution to your needs.
We will be tackling installation and configuration from scratch
using Ubuntu Server 8.0.4 LTS as my choice of distribution mainly
because most of my deployments are on Ubuntu Server. And yes we
will be installing from scratch.
At the end of this document you will be able to have an
understanding of how vicidial works, how to install it and how to start
operating it.
And lastly this document is not for sale, this can be downloaded
freely. It is my pleasure to give back to the community by making other
new users knowledgeable instead of ripping them off.

II. What is VICIdial?
VICIdial is a set of scripts that are designed to interact with the
Asterisk Open-Source IP PBX Phone System to make it function as an
inbound / outbound call center solution.
Scripts are made up of PERL and PHP. It uses MySQL as its
database server, Apache / Httpd Server for its front end web interface,
and Linux as its operating system.
It is developed by the vicidial group http://www.vicidial.com lead
by Matt Florel.
And YES VICIdial is Open-Source under AGPLv2 license. No
licensing cost involved, what you will be paying for mostly will be the
integration cost, training and custom development.
The latest version of VICIdial upto date is: VICIdial 2.2 Release
Candidate 7.
The latest development version of VICIdial is: 2.4b which can be
downloaded using subversion.

III. Features of Vicidial?
Here are the major features of VICIdial as taken from their official
project website http://www.vicidial.org:
Inbound, Outbound and Blended call handling
Outbound agent-controlled, broadcast and predictive dialing
Full USA FTC-compliance capability
Web-based agent and administrative interfaces
Ability to have agents operate remotely
Integrated call recording
Three-Way calling within the agent application
Scheduled Callbacks: Agent-Only and Anyone
Scalable to hundreds of seats
Ability to use standard Telco lines and VOIP trunks
Open-Source AGPLv2 licensed, with no software licensing cost

IV. VICIdial Full Feature List
Ability for an agent to call clients in succession from a database
through a web-client
Ability to display a script for the agent to read with fields like
name, address, etc. filled-in
Ability to set a campaign to auto-dial and send live calls to
available agents
Ability to dial predictively in a campaign with an adaptive dialing
algorithm
Ability to dial on a single campaign across multiple Asterisk
servers, or multiple campaigns on a single server
Ability to transfer calls with customer data to a closer/verifier on
the local system or a remote Asterisk server
Ability to open a custom web page with user data from the call,
per campaign
Ability to autodial campaigns to start with a simple IVR then direct
to agent
Ability to broadcast dial to customers with a pre-recorded
message
Ability to park the customer with custom music per campaign
Ability to send a dropped call to a voicemail box per campaign if
no agent is available
Ability to set outbound CallerID per campaign
Ability to take inbound calls grabbing CallerID
Ability to function as an ACD for inbound and fronter/closer
verification calls
Ability to have an agent take both inbound and outbound calls in
one session(blended)
Ability to start and stop recording an agent's calls at any time
Ability to automatically record all calls

Ability to manually or automatically call upto two other customer
numbers for the same lead
Automtically dial unlimited numbers per customer until you get
an answer
Ability to schedule a callback with a customer as either any-agent
or agent-specific
Ability in Manual dial mode to preview leads before dialing
Ability for agents to be logged in remotely anywhere with just a
phone and a web browser
Faster hangup and dispositioning of calls with one key press
(HotKeys)
Definable Agent Wrapup-time per campaign
Ability to add custom call dispositions per campaign
Ability to use custom database queries in campaign dialing
Recycling of specified status calls at a specified interval without
resetting a list
Dialing with custom TimeZone restrictions including per state and
per day-of-the-week
Dialing with Answering Machine Detection, also playing a message
for AM calls
Multiple campaigns and lead-lists are possible
Option of a drop timer with safe-harbor message for FTC
compliance
Variable drop call percentage when dialing predictively for FTC
compliance
Internal DNC list can optionally be activated per campaign
All calls are logged and statuses of calls are logged as well as agent
time breakdowns
Load Balancing of call across multiple inbound or outbound
Asterisk servers is possible
Agent phone login balancing and failover across multiple ViciDial
servers
Several real-time and summary reports available

Real-time campaign display screens
3rd party conferencing(with DTMF macros and number presets)
3rd party blind call transfer
3rd party conferencing with agent drop-off
Custom Music-On-Hold and agent alert sound for inbound calls
Estimated hold time, place in line, overflow queues and several
other inbound-only features
Skills-based ranking and call routing per inbound group(queues)
and campaign
Queue Prioritization per campaign and inbound group
Single agent call queueing
Ability to set user levels and permissions for certain features and
campaigns
Ability for managers to listen-in on agent conversations
Ability for managers to enter conversations with agents and
customers
Ability for agents to select a Pause Code when they are not active
Ability for agents to control volume levels and mute themselves
Agent shift enforcemant by day and time, defined per user group
Full QueueMetrics-compatible call logging, inbound and outbound
Several Vtier integration features: user-sync, account-sync, data
interconnection
Full integration with Sangoma Call Progress Detection(CDP) for
better Answering Machine Detection(AMD)
Multi-function web-based agent API allowing for control of agent
sessions including click-to-dial outside of the agent screen
Lead import web-based API
Web-based data export utilities
Separate Time-clock application to track user work time
Web-based administration
DID, phone and carrier trunk provisioning through the web
interface

Client web-app web pages available in English, Spanish, Greek,
German, French, Italian, Polish, Portuguese, Brazillian Portuguese,
Slovak, Russian and Dutch.
Admin web pages available in English, Spanish, Greek, German,
Italian and French.

V. The VICIdial Advantage
I know that you will be asking next, “What are the advantages of
using VICIdial?”. Here are a few that I can name:
1. VICIdial is Open-Source software which simply means you
can freely download, and customize to your own needs.
2. Other VICIdial components are also open-source namely the
Linux Operating System, Asterisk IP PBX, Apache Web Server,
Perl and PHP, which means they can also be downloaded
and installed freely, so basically you have a zero or no cost at
all in acquiring the said software themselves.
3. Linux Operating system is a good and reliable server
platform, in fact there are over millions and counting servers
that run using Linux Operating System.
4. VICIdial uses SIP and IAX2 clients which means you can use
any soft or hardphone that is IAX2 or SIP complaints, I
usually use eyebeam, Twinkle, X-lite, Zoiper or Bria
softphones, for hardware you can use Xorcom astribank.
5. It is possible to have an all linux setup for the Agent
Workstations using x-lite for linux and twinklephone for
linux, this means that you wont be buying Windows Licenses
per agent workstation, that’s another huge savings for your
company. On the other hand Linux Operating systems are
not prone to viruses for windows operating systems, so you
wont be buying again anti virus licenses, so another huge
savings for your company.

VI. VICIdial Components
No soldier goes out to the battlefield without the knowledge of
how to fire a gun, we need to know how to use it so we could hit the
targets on the other end if not we will just be stuck on a boring foxhole
like sitting ducks.
Im going to discuss the components of VICIdial so you could have
a deeper understanding of how they function hand in hand, having this
knowledge it will be easier for you to troubleshoot the issues that will
surround your installation if you will encounter one.
I divided VICIdial into several components, others have their style,
I have mine based on my experiences, a VICIdial system is composed of:
1. An operating system, VICIdial uses the Linux Operating
System as its platform, without an operating system its
nothing. You can chose from several distributions like
Slackware Linux, Gentoo Linux, Ubuntu Server, CentOS,
and OpenSuSe. For this document we will be using
Ubuntu Server 8.0.4 LTS.
2. A database server, VICIdial uses MySQL 5.0+, this is the
“brain” of the entire system, this is where call logs are
stored, agent login sessions, leads and other data, the
later version comprises of 106 tables.
3. A web server, VICIdial uses Apache or Httpd web server,
this is used mainly to provide access for the
administration interface and for the agent interface, think
of this as the window or a door or basically a front end.

4. An IP PBX, VICIdial uses Asterisk Open-Source IPPBX as
its means to dial and receive incoming calls.
5. VICIdial uses the Meetme Conference bridge module of
asterisk as its way of bridging a call to an agent which I
will explain more later. Meetme uses a timing device, can
be a digium or sangoma hardware or basically ztdummy
which comes with Zaptel or Dahdi tools.
6. VICIdial uses Perl CPAN modules as its backend to
communicate with the Asterisk Server, they tell asterisk
to process calls, recordings, sending the data to the
MySQL database.

VII. How they work
Now let me tell you how they work hand in hand, let us try to
simulate an agent trying to login to the dialer for you to have a better
understanding.
1. The agent logs in through a web interface provided by the web
server which is provided namely vicidial.php its usually default
at this address: http://yourlocalipaddress/agc/vicidial.php
2. Then agent inputs phone login, password, agent username and
password, credentials are being checked against the MySQL
database to see if the agent and phone exists or not. If not an
error is returned telling you that you have the wrong password
or simply not displaying the list of campaigns you are allowed
to login to.
3. If those credentials are correct, MySQL server then allocates a
conference number from vicidial_conferences table to the
agent, the asterisk server will then call the extension where the
agent is connected, for example an agent uses cc100 to
connect its softphone then the asterisk server will then calls
cc100, the softphone receives the call, the agent answers it and
automatically the agent is put into a MeetMe conference
bridge. You will hear a voice telling you “You are the only
person in this conference”.
4. Granting that leads are loaded for the campaign, the perl
scripts are in charge of putting those leads into a hopper, a
hopper acts like a buffer wherein the contents of the hopper
are information, contents of the hopper are then sent to the
Asterisk Server telling it to call those numbers that are in the

hopper depending on the DIAL mode that is set in the
campaign.
5. Once the agent is put into that campaign, the Asterisk Server
then dials those numbers in the hopper, once a call is
connected or is answered, automatically the Asterisk Server
will bridge that call to a meetme conference where an agent is
waiting.
6. Agent and called party now converses, once a call is hung up,
its then written to the call logs and then the web interface
popups a disposition interface for the agent to dispose the call.
If call recording is enabled, the recording scripts in the cron job
will be processing it and it will be put default under
/var/spool/asterisk/monitorDONE respectively.
7. At the end of the shift agent logs out, the MeetMe Conference
bridge is destroyed and the conference table in the database is
updated that the agent has logged out.
So that’s as basic as I can explain of how they work hand in hand
together and one of them being misconfigured would mean an issue.
Now lets get to the other part now which is preparing our installation.

VIII. What we need
Here is what we need to get things started, I have written a happy
list for you to follow, this setup is good for 20 to 25 agents:
Server Hardware – Intel Core2Quad 3.0 ghz Processor, Intel
Motherboard, 4 GB DDR2 800 Mhz RAM, Western Digital Raptor 320
GB 10,000 RPM SATA hard drive, 550 watts branded power supply
(HEC, Gigabyte, Thermaltake, you choose), A full tower casing (Li-anLi, Gigabyte Poseidon). This build can cost around 30,000 – 40,000
pesos or around 600 or 800USD the last time I setup one of this kind.
Ubuntu Server 8.0.4 LTS 64 bit Linux Operating System – Since
this is a stand alone server, a 64-bit version would be really nice, in my
deployments using a 64 bit operating system I see a performance
increase in MySQL and Apache web servers, asterisk performance hadly
had an increase, also on the other hand 64 bit has good memory
management, it can detect RAM which is higher than 3 GB flawlessly,
for its other advantages you can look it up at google.
Asterisk 1.4.21.2 Version – VICIdial has also their own pre
patched version of this asterisk release which Ive been using recently,
in my observation asterisk 1.4.21.2 version is much better in handling
SIP carriers compared to asterisk 1.2.30.4 which is also another good
version to use for VICIdial. For reliability and stability both are at par.
My observations may differ from others though. But so far I have
upgraded 87 servers to Asterisk 1.4.21.2 and they seem to be running
fine without an issue till now.
Google.com – If ever you stumble upon issues during your
installation theres always google for you to copy and paste the error,
who knows there could be lots of you who are experiencing it too.

http://www.vicidial.org/VICIDIALforum/ - The official VICIdial
forum just incase you have another issue again which this document
could not help.
A cup of coffee or coke light or pepsi max – Youll be needing that
also.
A sack full of luck, patience and understanding – You’ll need a lot
of it, sometimes you’ll be experiencing a bad air day wherein you think
you’re doing it right yet still something screws up, that’s just normal we
just have to deal with it.

IX. Installing Ubuntu Server
I have divided the components and to start off we will be
installing the operating system of course.
Youd have to download and burn the Ubuntu Server 8.0.4 LTS ISO
from this link:
http://mirrors.rit.edu/ubuntu-releases/hardy/ubuntu-8.04.4server-amd64.iso
The next step would be to burn it into a CD using Nero, Alcohol,
and k3b under KDE if you are using Linux.
I will be providing screenshots on the install, I will be using
VMWARE as to this is an example only, do not use VMware for
production.

Step 1.

Its pretty obvious to select ‘Install Ubuntu Server’. You can use the
UP and DOWN keys to navigate and the ENTER key to select.

Step 2. Language Selection

I chose the option English. This will depend on what language you
will be using.

Step 3. Territory Selection

I selected Philippines because this will point to the nearest
repository in the territory I selected.

Step 4. Keyboard Layout

I chose not to detect the keyboard layout, it doesn’t really matter
for me since I use a standard US keyboard.

Step 5. Choosing the origin of your keyboard

This option comes out if you don’t detect the keyboard layout, it
will ask you where your keyboard comes from, for generic US keyboard
layouts just select USA.

Step 6. Keyboard layout selection

Again I just selected USA since I have the plain USA keyboard.

Step 7. Hostname configuration

This is where you set the name of your server; in this case I call
her Fate since it’s the name of the girl that I love. The default
installation will attempt to configure your network using DHCP, which
means it will attempt to look for a dhcp server to get an IP address,
since I have a router which acts as a DHCP server it automatically had
an ip address so in this case I will discuss on how to change your ip
address statically once your finish installing.

Step 8. Partion Disks

Granting that this is your first few times to install linux I would
recommend you do Guided – use entire disk, what this does is that it
will destroy all the partitions on your hard drive and install all
components in one root partition.

Step 9. Choosing which hard drive to install

You will be prompted on which hard drive to partition, so if you
installed more than one hard drive please choose the appropriate hard
drive to partion. You could see here that I just use VMware for faster
screenshot making. Again, do not use VMware for production.

Step 9. Finalizing your partition

You will be asked to finalize your partition, just chose yes and
press the enter key.

Step 10. Installation of base system

Here is what it will look like after the partitioning. This will go on
for a while, depending on the speed of your server.

Step 11. Adding of the first user to your system

You will be asked for the full name of the new user.

Step 12. Adding of a username

It will prompt you for a username for your account.

Step 13. Setting up a password for your account

It will prompt you to enter a password for the new user you
created.

Step 14. Re-entering your password for confirmation

Enter the password you have entered for the user you just
created and select continue afterwards.

Step 15. Configuring package manager

If you are using or behind a proxy server then you should input
the information here, if not then leave this blank and proceed to
continue.

Step 16. Package manager (APT) is now being configured

What its doing is that its accessing the nearest package repository
and synchronizing it with your newly installed server. This will take a
while depending on your internet connection.

Step 17. Software Selection

You will be prompted on what to install on your server, just
choose OpenSSH server as you will need it to access your server
remotely, we will be installing the others later.

Step 18. Finishing the Installation

Were now on the last part of the installation, were still a long way
behind, just select continue and press enter and your computer will
reboot.

X. Post installation Steps
Now lets do some post installation steps, first lets make our IP
address static. First lets edit /etc/network/interfaces, for personal
preferences I use PICO.

sudo command gives you super user rights to edit the
/etc/network/interfaces using pico.

This is how it will look like if we change it to a static ip address:

That is the ip address that I used since Im on a local network. After
which do a network restart once you saved your changes in modifying
the file.
Basically it will look like this:

Now edit /etc/resolv.conf and set it to a public dns server for better
uptime.
It would look like this:

Now save and your all set, you can type dig on the command line to
check if your dns server is working, 4.2.2.2 is a public dns server.

Now let’s do an update and prepare our server for the installation of
the other components. Let’s start with doing an apt-get update, an aptget update command will synchronize your server to the file repository.
It will look like this:

Next thing for us to do is do an apt-get upgrade, this will make the
other packages in our system up to date. Here is how it’s done:

Just answer Y and those packages mentioned will be upgraded. Next is
we upgrade the kernel image, kernel headers and install the linux
source code.

Heres how it’s installed:

Again just answer Y to the prompt and your kernel will be
upgraded to the latest version which is 2.6.24-27. Updating your kernel
will mean better performance, lesser security issues and more
hardware compatibility.
This will go on for a while depending on your internet connection.
Next would be to reboot your server:

Now your server is up to date, next well be installing the rest of
the components.

XI. Installing the pre requisites
I know your getting annoyed with always typing sudo before another
command so heres a way to get around it:

Now well be doing an apt-get install on the following packages just
answer Y if you will be prompted:
apache2 (web server)

apache2-mpm-prefork (multi threaded portion to apache2)

build-essential (this is the build tool chain for gcc)

iftop (this is a useful tool for looking at the network interface)

lame (this is a mp3 encoding tool)

libmysqlclient15-dev (library that lets programs connect to mysql)

libncurses5-dev

libploticus0-dev (needed if you will be using ploticus to graph server
performance)

libsox-fmt-all (encoding and decoding libraries for sox)

mpg123 (mp3 playback utility for the commandline)

mtop (utility for monitoring mysql)

Note: You will be encountering an error telling that mtop cannot connect to the mysql server, its because
we haven’t installed mysql server yet.

mysql-server-5.0 (this will ask for a password you can just press enter a
bunch of times)

mytop (utility for monitoring mysql)

ntp (time synchronization utility)

php5 (base php files)

php5-cli (php command line interface (allows us to run php -v for
eaccelerator))

php5-dev (development tools for php5 allows us to compile
eaccelerator

php5-mysql (allows php5 to connect to a mysql server)

phpmyadmin (vicidial uses apache2 as its webserver please select this)

ploticus (this is what creates the graphs for the server performance
screen)

screen (vicidial runs its core scripts in screen so this is REQUIRED)

sipsak (tool for sending various information to sip phones)

sox (command line encoding and decoding tool)

subversion (code versioning tool)

subversion-tools

Unzip

libcurl3

Curl

htop (a better looking console graph to monitor cpu usage)

Vim ( if you don’t prefer using pico)

Now lets install the Perl Modules (at the root console # you type cpan).
But what, what is CPAN?
As taken from Wikipedia: CPAN, the Comprehensive Perl Archive
Network, is an archive of over 18,000 modules of software written
in Perl, as well as documentation for it. It has a presence on the World
Wide Web at www.cpan.org and is mirrored worldwide on more than
200 locations. CPAN can denote either the archive network itself, or the
Perl program that acts as an interface to the network and as an
automated software installer (somewhat like a package manager). Most
software on CPAN is free and open source software.
This set of modules are necessary to process the perl scripts that
VICIdial has.

Note: Press enter to go through the prompts. If you have a multi cored
system you should enter the -j option when specified with n+1 as the
value, where n is the number of CPUs you have in your system. Also
enter UNINST=1 when asked until you get to the mirror selection
portion. Then select 3 mirror sites in your area.

> install MD5

> install Digest::SHA1

> install readline (just press ENTER)

> install Bundle::CPAN (do not change settings, and answer Y if it asks
you to install pre requisite and additional packages, this will take a
while depending upon your internet connection and your servers
processing power to compile the cpan modules)

> quit

Then type cpan again (enter through questions until you get to the
cpan prompt)

> o conf commit (saves the config changes)

> force install Scalar::Util

> install DBI

> force install DBD::mysql

> install Net::Server

> install Time::HiRes

> install Net::Telnet

> install Unicode::Map

> install Jcode

> install OLE::Storage_Lite

> install Spreadsheet::WriteExcel (Just press enter or yes to install the
other pre requisite packages that come with this module)

> install Proc::ProcessTable

> install Spreadsheet::ParseExcel (Just press ENTER or yes if your
prompted to install the pre requisite packages that come with this
module)

> install Mail::Sendmail

> quit

Now we have all the required perl modules from CPAN installed to our
server, time to move on to the next step.

Installing asterisk-perl module:

Installing ttyload

Installing E-Accelerator (A must if you are running on a single server
setup)

Add the following lines as it appears on this screenshot:

Create the eaccelerator required directories

Verify your installation, it should look like this:

CONGRATULATIONS, you have now installed all the pre requisites to
your server time to move on to the next step which is installing asterisk.

XII. Installing Asterisk
Relax guys were almost there, were down to the last few parts of
this document, in installing asterisk you actually have 2 options, either
go the asterisk 1.4.21.2 route or the asterisk 1.2.30.4 route, both of
them are so far are showing good stability and it is what the VICIdial
group recommends. You would have to chose between the two, for me
most of my deployments are using 1.4.21.2, only a few of it uses
1.2.30.4, the reason why I like 1.4 is they are good in handling carriers
that have complicated SIP packets, plus 1.421.2 is a newer version but
that’s just me.
Let’s start with going to the asterisk 1.4.21.2 route, remember,
you will only have to choose between the two and you can’t install
them together in one server. First we get the required packages.

Dowload zaptel (this is really needed since this will be used for meetme
module which is required by vicidial)

Download libpri

Extract the files

Compile and install Libpri first

Compile and install Zaptel next

And last but not the least Compile and install Asterisk

Generate installation samples

Load the zaptel modules

Run Asterisk for the first time to verify if its working

Check the version

Check zaptel

Check if the meetme application is installed

Stop the asterisk process since we are just starting it to check if
everything we are doing is right.

Now we go to the asterisk 1.2.30.4 route. Again, you can only install
one of them on 1 server. Lets start off with downloading the
components, this will be quite a long process since we will be doing
some patching to make this asterisk version VICIdial compliant.
Download the asterisk 1.2.30.4 package

Download zaptel

Download libpri

Extract the packages

Compile and Install libpri first

Compile and Install Zaptel next

Now lets patch asterisk before we compile and install it, start with the
amd (answer machine detection) patch

Edit the Makefile

replace this line(line 32):
app_mixmonitor.so app_stack.so
with this line:
app_mixmonitor.so app_stack.so app_amd.so

This is how it will look before:

After you edit it:

Now save and exit, now we grad the amd configuration file from the
VICIdial website:

Then well create the /etc/asterisk directory so we could copy the
amd.conf file to that directory:

We then move the file amd2.conf to the asterisk directory:

That’s it we have installed the amd patch, now we move on to installing
the DTMF pass-through patch:

Well execute the patching:

Now we move on to patching the meetme volume control patch:

Then we apply the patch we downloaded:

Now we move on to get
cli_chan_concise_delimiter.patch:

Then we apply the patch:

Getting the waitforsilence application:

the

next

patch

which

is

Moving it to the apps directory:

Getting the modified enter.h and leave.h files:

Moving them to the apps directory:

Modifying the GSM makefile to fix GSM codec audio issues (add
OPTIMIZE=-O2 to the file before the ifneq section, to fix GSM audio
problems). Here is how it looks like

Then compile and install it:

Generate configuration samples for 1.2

And lastly to verify your installation do the same as what is shown in
the 1.4 installation.
Were almost done, were now moving to the next step which is to
download and install vicidial 2.2 rc7

XIII. Downloading and Installing the
VICIdial scripts
For this document we are going to use the latest version of
VICIdial which is 2.2 Release candidate 7. You can check out their
sourceforge folder in this url:
https://sourceforge.net/projects/astguiclient/files/
Now let’s get started, first we need to download the files:

Then we unzip:

Then we run the install.pl script to start the installation:

Press enter until you get to webroot and set that to the following:
/var/www

Press enter through to the Sample configuration files and set that to 'y':

Take note that if you install asterisk 1.2 you need to set the asterisk
version to 1.2
Now we install the conf.gsm sound file:

That’s about it, now well go to the next phase wherein we will now be
installing the asterisk database.

XIV. Creating the asterisk database and
loading the first server default settings
Let’s start by logging into the mysql console as root:

Then we create the asterisk database:

And then we create the cron user with a password of 1234:

We then populate it with the vicidial table structure:

Then we populate it with the first server install default data:

Then we insert the default phone entries for SIP and IAX2 protocols:

That’s about it, now we exit the mysql console to move on to the other
tasks left:

Now since those default entries we inserted a while ago points to a
default 10.10.10.15 ip address which is not our ip address we will need
to update it:

Just press enter all the way, it will automatically detect your current ip
address.

Now we need to do insert the area codes:

Now we do performance testing (you can actually skip this part though)
to test our server in its speed in loading leads:

The faster it finishes means that your server has good hardware.

XV. Final Touches
YES, were almost through with our server. We will make the final
touches to make your server functional, lets start by adding this
crontab entries:

Now heres how it will look like:

These are the lines respectively for you to copy and paste them:
### recording mixing/compressing/ftping scripts
0,3,6,9,12,15,18,21,24,27,30,33,36,39,42,45,48,51,54,57 * * * * /usr/share/astguiclient/AST_CRON_audio_1_move_mix.pl
#0,3,6,9,12,15,18,21,24,27,30,33,36,39,42,45,48,51,54,57 * * * * /usr/share/astguiclient/AST_CRON_audio_1_move_VDonly.pl
1,4,7,10,13,16,19,22,25,28,31,34,37,40,43,46,49,52,55,58 * * * * /usr/share/astguiclient/AST_CRON_audio_2_compress.pl --MP3
#2,5,8,11,14,17,20,23,26,29,32,35,38,41,44,47,50,53,56,59 * * * * /usr/share/astguiclient/AST_CRON_audio_3_ftp.pl --MP3
### keepalive script for astguiclient processes
* * * * * /usr/share/astguiclient/ADMIN_keepalive_ALL.pl
### kill Hangup script for Asterisk updaters
* * * * * /usr/share/astguiclient/AST_manager_kill_hung_congested.pl
### updater for voicemail
* * * * * /usr/share/astguiclient/AST_vm_update.pl
### updater for conference validator
* * * * * /usr/share/astguiclient/AST_conf_update.pl
### flush queue DB table every hour for entries older than 1 hour
11 * * * * /usr/share/astguiclient/AST_flush_DBqueue.pl -q
### fix the vicidial_agent_log once every hour
33 * * * * /usr/share/astguiclient/AST_cleanup_agent_log.pl
### updater for VICIDIAL hopper
* * * * * /usr/share/astguiclient/AST_VDhopper.pl -q
### adjust the GMT offset for the leads in the vicidial_list table
1 1,7 * * * /usr/share/astguiclient/ADMIN_adjust_GMTnow_on_leads.pl --debug
### reset several temporary-info tables in the database
2 1 * * * /usr/share/astguiclient/AST_reset_mysql_vars.pl
### optimize the database tables within the asterisk database
3 1 * * * /usr/share/astguiclient/AST_DB_optimize.pl
## adjust time on the server with ntp
30 * * * * /usr/local/bin/ntpdate -u pool.ntp.org 2>/dev/null 1>&2
### VICIDIAL agent time log weekly summary report generation
2 0 * * 0 /usr/share/astguiclient/AST_agent_week.pl
### remove old recordings more than 7 days old
# 24 0 * * * /usr/bin/find /var/spool/asterisk/monitor -maxdepth 2 -type f -mtime +7 -print | xargs rm -f
### remove old vicidial logs and asterisk logs more than 2 days old
28 0 * * * /usr/bin/find /var/log/astguiclient -maxdepth 1 -type f -mtime +2 -print | xargs rm -f
29 0 * * * /usr/bin/find /var/log/asterisk -maxdepth 3 -type f -mtime +2 -print | xargs rm -f

Now lets set vicidial to automatically run when the server starts up:

We make the vicidial service an executable file:

Now we do an updaterc to make sure that the vicidial service starts on
all levels:

And then if we need to view the recording folder from our webserver
we need to set this in apache:

Add the following lines in the past part:

Then make the recording directory viewable:

Then we set the ram drive for call recordings to be stored directly to
RAM which means it will be faster than its being stored to the hard
drive:

Add this line at the end of the file (tmpfs
/var/spool/asterisk/monitor
tmpfs

rw 0 0):

Download the optimized php.ini for Ubuntu from the VICIdial download
site:

Move the php.ini to the apache2 folder and overwrite the existing
php.ini:

Then download the optimized my.cnf for ubuntu from the VICIdial
download site:

Then overwrite the existing my.cnf:

Get the optimized ntp.conf for ubuntu:

Overwrite the existing ntp.conf of your server:

Then finally do a reboot:

Once your server comes up you can verify if you have installed it
correctly by doing a screen -ls:

The default install of VICIdial would usually output 9 screens. It should
look like this, if it does then your almost there.

XVI. Post Installation Tasks
Now lets test if we can login to the administrator interface, open
up your browser (I strongly recommend Mozilla firefox). And point it to
this url : http://youripaddress/vicidial/admin.php , where
youripaddress is the ip address you set when you were installing this
server.

This will show up if you did it right. The default installation username
and password is username: 6666 password 1234

Lets login and do the first step to make the admin user a full
privileged one so we will avoid errors like “You don’t have permission
to view this page” so on and so forth, this is what you will see when you
first login, now you click on the 6666 user to view the details:

Once clicked you will be taken to its details which will look like this:

Now on the lower part you will need to enable all ADMIN INTERFACE
OPTIONS by changing its value from 0 to 1:

Again change all of them from 0 to 1 so you wont be having
problems with permission. After that click on submit button for the
changes to take effect:

If you haven’t set all of them from 0 to 1 you will usually find
yourself encountering this error:

Now that we have tested the administrator interface we now then
move on to testing the agent interface, first thing we must do is to
create a test campaign:

Once you click on the Campaigns link on the left side of the menu
this will show up, click on Add A New Campaign:

Just click on SUBMIT to save the changes you made and add the
campaign to your server.

You will then be taken to the detail view of the campaign that you
just added:

Since were just going to test if your agent interface is fully
working we just need to set a couple of things.

First we have to set the DIAL METHOD to MANUAL, since we have
not loaded leads yet and we just want to test by just logging in the
campaign without the server dialing out we need to set it that way:

Then next we would set the option allow no-hopper-leads logins
to Y as it will make the agent login to the agent interface with the
campaign having no leads in the hopper, we are doing this because we
are testing if our agent interface will fully work. You could see this
option on the lower part:

Then click on SUBMIT for the changes to be saved. It will look like
this:

Now lets configure a softphone to connect to the server, for this
test I will be using eyebeam since I don’t have X-lite currently installed. I
will use the default cc100 login and test as its password, they come
enabled when we installed the sip and iax phones sql file, heres how its
configured:

Remember to replace the domain’s ip address with the ip address
that you set on your server. After which click on apply which I already
did then click on Ok to add it to your sip accounts.

If your asterisk server is working right it will register itself with this
status:

If you also are monitoring from your asterisk CLI it will show it as this:

You can also verify if it’s registered by doing a sip show peers on
the asterisk CLI:

You can see that cc100 is 1 ms away from your server, put in mind
that the lower the ms, the better the latency of the softphone from
your its point of origin to your server.
Now lets go to login to our campaign and really see if we can
access the agent interface and see if the server will call our softphone.
Point your URL to http://youripaddress/agc/vicidial.php , put in mind
that youripaddress is the ip address that you set when you installed
your server. You will be first prompted for a phone login and a phone
password, we will use the default phone login of cc100 phone which is
100 and its default password which is test:

Then after that you will be prompted for a username and
password and will see a dropdown box. For this test we will be using
the admin username and password which is by default 6666 and a
password of 1234 , the admin user has the full privileges of logging into
all campaigns that are added to the server. If you entered your
username and your password correctly and clicked the drop down box
you will see a list of campaigns, kindly select the Test Campaign option
and click on SUBMIT after:

Now were taken to the agent interface but first you will have to
answer the call to your softphone from the asterisk server. It will
normally look like this:

Just click on answer and you will hear a voice telling you that
“You’re the only person in this conference”.

You can actually see an agent logging in your asterisk through its
CLI successfully with this screenshot:

This simply means that the agent already pressed the answer
button to answer the call and the asterisk server assigned that call to a
meetme conference number which is 8600051.
You usually get that conference number if you’re the first agent to
login. This is the agent interface by the way:

I guess that wraps it up as the end of the First Edition of VICIdial
for dummies, I will be writing a second edition soon which will feature
deployment examples.
If you like this document you can say thanks to me in the forum
with my new handle ‘boybawang’, or give me a recommendation in my
linkedin profile which is http://www.linkedin.com/in/codehaxor or if
your kind hearted enough you can send me a donation through
paypal.com, my paypal email is dax.cordova@gmail.com , I will not use
this money for myself but for the feeding programs that am conducting
together with some of my friends to give some free food to street
children and those poor workers that hardly can afford to buy a meal
because of their low salaries.

XVII. References for further learning
I suggest you visit this sites and links that I will provide for further
learning, VICIdial isn’t just about the scripts but it’s a mixture of linux,
mysql, apache, php, asterisk and other helpful open-source programs.
1. Get the Asterisk TFOT 2 (The Future Of Telephony Second
Edition):
http://downloads.oreilly.com/books/9780596510480.pdf
this will help you develop your understanding to the asterisk pbx, since
this is the core software that vicidial runs ontop of. Expect most issues
would come from this specially with wrongly configured dialplans etc,
this is a great help.
2. Go
to
the
VICIdial
Forum
http://www.vicidial.org/VICIDIALforum/ to ask for free help on your
setup, I will only entertain questions about the document but not
questions about your setup, I don’t give out free consulting, I only give
out free vicidial installation and basic configuration. The rest comes
with a price.
3. You may also want to check out the VICIdial wiki which contains a
lot of howto articles http://wiki.vicidial.org/
4. For ubuntu software you can go to check it out at
http://www.ubuntu.com
5. For asterisk documentation you would want to check out the
ASTERISK DOCUMENTATION PROJECT at http://www.asteriskdocs.org/

“One starts to die if he stops to learn, life is a never ending learning
Process”

